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enro l lment

Enter your email and 
the password you 
choose - repeat the 
password again



Email confirmation

Click send to receive a 

code by email

And enter the code you 

received by email



Identification of KAZ
currency

identification



another optionLook in 
tab - home - the Kaz
currency

identification



Deposit coins in the 
exchange

Deposit

Note - To send Kaz currency from your private wallet - to 
your wallet on the stock exchange should also have a little 
BNB currency - for a sending fee



Confirm the action 
code

Action code

Note :This code is used in this exchange - for actions only 

such as deposit, withdrawal, or sell or buy order in trading 

- this is not the code used to login to the account!!

Save this code!!



Deposit coins in the 
exchange

Deposit



Convert currency
KAZ to USDT

currency 
exchange

In this option, we give a sell order, and wait for someone to 
buy the currency - at the price we ask for it



A replacement 
has been made

Sales order/request is pending execution

The instruction was accepted - the exchange was made



currency exchange



Convert currency
KAZ to USDT

currency 
exchange

In this way, only after we have identified 
a buy order - we issue a sell order in the 
same amount, and we will immediately 
receive the exchange of KAZ in dollars



withdraw

Now we will withdraw the funds 

we exchanged in exchange for 

KAZ currency (dollars or any 

other currency) - out  (to our 

private wallet)



withdraw
When requesting a withdrawal - we will be asked to add an 
additional layer of protection, or a verification code via SMS or 
in the Google authenticator application - available on a smart 
phone or as an extension to the Chrome browser

authenticator.cc

http://authenticator.cc/



